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AVOID THE RAINY DAY: SURVEY OF U.S. CLOUD
COMPUTING CASELAW*
Fernando M. Pinguelo** & Bradford W. Muller***
Cloud computing, a computer networking model that gives users on-demand access to shared software
applications and data storage, [1] is becoming increasingly popular among businesses and individuals. For example,
if you use Google's Gmail [2] for your email and calendaring, or Snapfish [3] for your online photo sharing and
storage; or if your business remotely stores data with a third-party server provider like Salesforce, [4] or uses
Windows Azure [5] to create and host web applications and services, you are already “floating in a cloud.” To
provide guidance to those companies working within a cloud - or those considering utilizing cloud computing - this
article surveys U.S. cases that have direct, substantive implications for cloud users. These cases implicate issues of
personal jurisdiction, privacy rights, e-discovery, and copyright infringement. [6] We also take a brief look at the
newest case on the cloud computing horizon, Google v. The United States. [7]
I. PERSONAL JURISDICTION: USING CLOUD COMPUTING MAY INCREASE THE POSSIBILITY THAT A COMPANY WILL
HAVE TO FEND OFF A LAWSUIT IN ANOTHER STATE
In 2008, a New York trial court decided Forward Foods LLC v. Next Proteins, Inc., [8] which addressed, in
part, how cloud computing impacts personal jurisdiction. There, plaintiffs sued a non-domiciliary for breach of
contract and fraud stemming from the sale of a food business. [9] Forward Foods was a Delaware LLC with its
principal place of business in Nevada, [10] while co-plaintiff Emigrant Capital was a Delaware corporation based in
New York. [11] The defendant, Next Proteins, was incorporated and headquartered in California. [12] Emigrant
Capital owned ninety-four percent of Forward Foods, and decided to file the joint lawsuit in New York. [13] Next
Proteins moved to dismiss the claims for lack of personal jurisdiction and forum non conveniens. [14]
The interaction between the litigants originally began when, to facilitate the sale of the food business, Next Proteins
hired an outside company to establish a “virtual data room” in which Next Proteins would upload electronic
documents related to their business and allow entities interested in buying the company to access the virtual room
through a password. [15] Once inside, the interested buyers could download the documents. [16] Next Proteins, as
the seller, gave Emigrant Capital, the buyer, a password to this virtual room, which Emigrant Capital accessed from
its New York office, using the room to inspect Next Proteins' documents and perform due diligence. [17] When
Emigrant Capital would request additional documents, Next Proteins would upload the information to the virtual
room. [18]
The court held that Next Proteins' electronic activities had created sufficient minimum contacts with New
York and that the company had “clearly transacted business within the state” such that personal jurisdiction was
established. [19] However, the court granted the motion to dismiss for forum non conveniens. [20]
In its personal jurisdiction analysis, the court made note of the fact that there was “a virtual data room where
Defendants uploaded documents for Emigrant to review in New York[.]” [21] This proved to be a significant factor
in finding that defendants had maintained sufficient contacts with New York to be subject to personal jurisdiction.
[22] However, the particular facts of this case made California the far more convenient forum, and as such the court
stated that Next Proteins' New York contacts, derived in part from the virtual data room, were not sufficient to
overcome the fact that California was the better location for the suit. [23]
e-Lesson Learned: [24]
It is apparent that the use of a cloud can potentially increase the number of “contacts” a party is found to
have for personal jurisdiction purposes, and thus raise its exposure to lawsuits in multiple forums. Although using a
cloud for collaborative purposes, such as the online storage of documents in a virtual data room, can make it easier
to interface with potential clients, it does come with inherent risks. Nevertheless, the forum non conveniens doctrine
[25] could protect the otherwise vulnerable cloud user from mass exposure to lawsuits in far-off jurisdictions.
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II. PRIVACY RIGHTS: AS JUDGES BECOME MORE TECHNOLOGICALLY SAVVY, THEY WILL BE MORE WILLING TO
RECOGNIZE THE RIGHT TO PRIVACY FOR DATA STORED IN A CLOUD
The enlightened discussion contained in a dissenting opinion in State v. Bellar [26] is heartening for any
privacy-concerned company or individual currently using cloud services for off-site data storage. In this case,
defendant was charged with multiple criminal counts related to child pornography found on his computer. [27] A
technician found the material on the defendant's hard drive after defendant brought his computer to a repair shop.
[28] The technician copied the images to a compact disc (CD), and turned the CD over to the police. [29]
The muddled procedural history of the case is irrelevant for our purposes, but the dissenting judge's opinion offers
an excellent discussion of cloud computing and privacy rights. There, Judge Sercombe opined:
Nor are a person's privacy rights in electronically stored personal information lost because that data is retained in a
medium owned by another. Again, in a practical sense, our social norms are evolving away from the storage of
personal data on computer hard drives to retention of that information in the “cloud” of servers owned by internet
service providers. That information can then be generated and accessed by hand-carried personal computing devices.
I suspect that most citizens would regard that data as no less confidential or private because it was stored on a server
owned by someone else. [30]
e-Lesson Learned:
There is a growing recognition among technologically savvy members of the bench that litigants have an
expectation of privacy for information that they store in a cloud. As courts continue to become more computerliterate, and cloud computing gains increased mainstream recognition, it is likely that privacy rights in data saved in
a cloud will be given increased protection.
III. E-DISCOVERY: JUST BECAUSE A COMPANY USES A THIRD-PARTY TO STORE DATA DOES NOT MEAN THAT IT
WILL BE EXEMPT FROM HAVING TO TURN OVER INFORMATION DURING THE “DISCOVERY” PHASE OF A TRIAL
Moving to the realm of e-discovery, Columbia Pictures, Inc. v. Bunnell [31] was a copyright infringement
action where plaintiff, a movie studio, brought suit against defendant, a website that enabled users to download
torrent files from a peer-to-peer file sharing network, thus facilitating the online pirating of plaintiff's movies and
television programs. [32] The magistrate judge had granted in part, and denied in part, Columbia Picture's motion to
require Bunnell to preserve and produce its server log data. [33] On appeal to the district court, defendant argued
that it could not meet the discovery demand, since it had recently employed a third-party data storage provider who
did not log the data. [34]
The court found that the magistrate judge's ruling was based on sufficient evidence, thus affirming the
finding that the data in issue, which was being routed to a third party entity and received in that third-party's server,
was within defendant's possession, custody, or control by virtue of defendant's “ability to manipulate at will” how
the data was routed. [35] Proof of defendant's ability to manipulate the data's route was found in the fact that, just
one month prior to the evidentiary hearing, defendant had rerouted the data from its own servers to those of the
third-party. [36] Accordingly, since defendant had the ability to reroute the server log data to itself (even if the thirdparty contractor could not produce such logs), the court held that the discovery ruling was adequately supported by
the record. [37]
e-Lesson Learned
It is increasingly difficult for parties to hide behind their remote data storage providers when fielding ediscovery requests, as courts find those servers to be within the party's “possession, custody or control.” Similarly,
in Tomlinson v. El Paso Corporation, [38] the district court held that an employer was in possession, custody, or
control of digital pension plan data and other documentation held by a third-party record-keeper; and thus the
employer could be compelled to produce the data and documentation. [39]
IV. COPYRIGHT INFRINGEMENT: DEPENDING ON THE CIRCUMSTANCES, HOW A COMPANY USES ITS CLOUD COULD
INFRINGE ON THE COPYRIGHTS OF OTHERS
As for the fertile realm of copyright infringement, in Cartoon Network v. CSC Holdings, Inc., [40] owners
of copyrighted programming brought an action against a cable television company, Cablevision, seeking a
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declaratory judgment regarding whether Cablevision's cloud-based remote storage digital video recorder system,
more commonly known as an “RS-DVR,” violated their respective copyrights, and sought an injunction preventing
Cablevision from rolling out the RS-DVR technology without copyright licenses from the content providers. [41]
The district court granted summary judgment in favor of the copyright owners, and Cablevision appealed. [42]
The Second Circuit found that the RS-DVR technology did not directly infringe on the content providers'
copyrights, and accordingly reversed the summary judgment and vacated the injunction. [43] The court reasoned
that the data which contained the copyrighted programs, and which was moved to “buffers” to allow customers to
record the program on the RS-DVR, only remained in the buffers for a very short period of time, a mere 1.2 seconds,
and was automatically overwritten as soon as it was processed, such that the data was not “fixed” as is required to
qualify as a “copy” under the Copyright Act. [44] Additionally, the copies of the programs were “made” by the
customer, since they were created upon the customer's demand, and therefore Cablevision's contribution to the
reproduction by providing the RS-DVR did not warrant imposition of direct liability under the Copyright Act. [45]
And finally, the court found that when a customer plays a copy of a recorded program for his or her personal
enjoyment, that does not qualify as a performance “to the public,” and therefore it did not violate the exclusive right
of performance under the Copyright Act. [46]
e-Lesson Learned:
This remains a topical issue that could see its day in the Supreme Court, as certiorari was denied, in part,
because the Solicitor General found that the RS-DVR technology needed more time to develop. [47]
As seen in Cartoon Network, a litigant may attempt to argue that copyright infringement occurred as the result of a
company's or individual's actions within a cloud. Like file-sharing websites who operated without the permission of
the copyright owners of the content they shared, companies or individuals who use a cloud to make unauthorized
content available to Internet users may expose themselves to liability for copyright infringement. Although the cable
provider in Cartoon Network was able to escape liability in part because of the unique attributes of the RS-DVR
technology, not every defendant is so lucky.
For example in Arista Records, LLC v. Usenet.com, Inc., [48] recording companies brought a copyright
infringement action against the defendant, UCI, for operating a file distribution service which made copyrighted
music available for download. [49] The cloud at issue here was the USENET Network, “a global system of online
bulletin boards” on which subscribers could post their own messages or files and download files posted by others.
[50] The district court granted plaintiffs' motion for summary judgment, finding, among other things, that defendants
actively promoted direct copyright infringement, [51] and that they intended to induce or foster copyright
infringement by the cloud's users. [52] The court's reasoning was based, in part, on the fact that it found “rampant”
evidence of copyright infringement occurring on the USENET, and undisputed evidence that copyrighted sound
recordings had been uploaded to the cloud and downloaded by users. [53] Furthermore, former UCI employees
“testified that their marketing department had specifically targeted young people familiar with other file-sharing
programs[.]” [54]
e-Lesson Learned:
The lesson here is simple: If there is any company left which has not learned from Napster, [55] this case
makes clear that copyright infringement will not be tolerated in the peer-to-peer file sharing realm. Simply because
the copyright infringement is by way of a download, rather than buying a bootleg copy of a CD from a street vendor,
does not make it any less illegal or harmful to the copyright holder.
V. CLOUD WARS: PROVIDERS SUCH AS MICROSOFT AND GOOGLE ARE FIERCELY COMPETING TO OFFER CLOUD
COMPUTING SERVICES
In what is undoubtedly a sign of things to come, Google and Microsoft are now battling for dominance in
the cloud computing services market. In Google v. The United States, recently filed in the U.S. Court of Claims, the
Department of Interior (DOI) was seeking a cloud service provider to outfit the agency with a “single hosted email
and collaboration services solution” in an effort to centralize their messaging system, which currently includes
thirteen separate email platforms. [56] Google believed that it could present a competitive offer with its Google
Apps product, [57] “the first suite of cloud-computing messaging and collaboration applications to receive [Federal
Information Security Management Act (FISMA)] certification and accreditation.” [58] But according to Google,
despite repeated efforts at conveying their interest and the abilities of their cloud-product, the DOI information
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technology team was focused on moving forward with a new Microsoft cloud-service, Business Productivity Online
Suite-Federal (BPOS). [59] Google claims that the Microsoft BPOS product is new and untested, as it has not been
certified to meet FISMA standards. [60] Google also claims that the DOI's insistence on a “private cloud” for the
Department, i.e. “that the messaging solution's data storage and computing infrastructure be physically and logically
dedicated only to Federal government customers,” was not necessary to satisfy the Department's needs. [61]
Believing that the seemingly pre-determined decision to move forward with Microsoft's BPOS was in violation of
federal law, Google now seeks to enjoin the DOI from continuing to proceed with its placement process, and asks
for an order requiring the DOI to hold an open and competitive bid process in accordance with the Competition in
Contracting Act, 41 U.S.C. 253(a). [62]
With the market for cloud-based solutions on the rise, this is sure to be just one of many “cloud wars.” As
competition increases among cloud service providers, customers will likely benefit from more affordable pricing
rates and dramatic technological advances. [63]
VII. CONCLUSION
Cloud computing remains a relatively new technology that will generate a variety of legal issues as time
goes on. In the meantime, cloud-users should heed the lessons learned from early court decisions, and avoid the
pitfalls of their predecessors. While the cloud can be a tremendous business tool, only time will tell how courts will
perceive its use in terms of privacy rights, [64] personal jurisdiction, and other important issues. It is hoped that
these future decisions will help to advance technology while at the same time respecting the legal rights of those
impacted by the use of cloud computing.
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